
Elevate Your NFT Game with Dynamic NFTs
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About One Mint

Dynamic NFTs
Welcome to our presentation on One Mint's dynamic NFTs, where we'll

show you how you can upgrade your NFT collections and take them to

the next level. With our powerful tools and no-code solutions, you can

easily create, deploy, and mint dynamic NFTs that can be customized

and upgraded over time. 

Whether you're a brand, creator, or collector, dynamic NFTs offer a

unique way to engage your community, increase your revenue, and

stand out in the crowded NFT market. So, let's dive in and explore the

world of dynamic NFTs with One Mint.
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Key Features

Understanding 
Dynamic NFTs

Dynamic NFTs are the next evolution in the world of

blockchain collectibles. At One Mint, we're proud to

offer one of the most powerful and customizable

dynamic NFT platforms on the market. Our platform

allows users to create a base token, following the

ERC20 standard, which can then have its traits

swapped or upgraded using the ERC1155 standard.

This unique on-chain experience creates endless

possibilities for customizability and uniqueness in NFT

collections.

Our platform also offers a rarity system that allows for

certain traits to be more rare than others, creating a

true sense of value and rarity in each NFT. And when

you equip your base token with rare traits, the value of

the entire collection increases exponentially.
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- Add Longevity To Your Project

Just some Art
Made with love with One Mint A.I.

About One Mint
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This powerful platform also enables individual traits and base

tokens to be traded independently, providing endless

opportunities for revenue streams and secondary markets. And

with the ability to airdrop traits to your community, you can

create a truly interactive and engaging experience for your

collectors.

Dynamic NFTs are not just a fad - they represent the future of

blockchain collectibles. With One Mint's customizable and

powerful platform, you can create truly unique and valuable NFT

collections that will stand the test of time.
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Key Features

Customizable Art &
Upgradable Traits

With these key features and more, One Mint provides

the most innovating post mint solution.

 

Traits Marketplace

One Mint's Dynamic NFTs offer customizable art and upgradable

traits that can turn a common NFT into a rare and valuable one. 

With our Traits Marketplace, you can easily equip and unequip

traits to see how they enhance your NFT's appearance and rarity

White-Label Solutions

Our platform's unique preview widget allows you to see the effects of trait

swaps before actually minting and equipping them on chain, giving you the

opportunity to experiment and customize your NFT to your liking. This feature

is not available on any other platform and sets One Mint apart from the rest.
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Industry's Choice

PFP Collectons
Use-Case:

The First & Most Used 
NFT Generator
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"One Mint's No-Code NFT Generator is the most

powerful tool on the market. It empowers users to

easily generate, deploy, and mint their own NFT

collections without writing a single line of code."
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One of the most popular use cases for dynamic NFTs is the

creation of PFP (profile picture) collections. These

collections allow users to customize their avatars with

unique traits, such as facial features like eyes and mouth,

making them stand out from the crowd. With the ability to

create and trade these dynamic NFTs, users can collect rare

and valuable PFPs, which can be used across various social

media platforms and digital communities.

For example, a project could create a collection of PFPs with

traits that represent different professions or hobbies,

allowing users to showcase their interests and personalities.

Additionally, the project could release limited edition PFPs

with seasonal themes or in collaboration with popular artists

or brands. The scarcity and uniqueness of these dynamic

NFTs can make them highly desirable to collectors and drive

engagement and adoption of the project.
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FULLY  DYNAMIC

Customizable 
Players

Use-Case: 
Gaming and
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Another exciting use case for dynamic NFTs is in gaming. By creating customizable and

upgradable players with special traits, game developers can provide a more immersive

and personalized gaming experience for their users. 

For instance, a game could allow players to create their own unique character from

scratch, selecting traits such as appearance, abilities, and personality traits. As players

progress through the game and earn rewards, they can use these rewards to upgrade

their character's traits or trade them with other players.

This feature of dynamic NFTs can increase user engagement and retention, as players

are incentivized to keep playing and earning rewards in order to enhance their

characters. It can also create a new revenue stream for game developers, as players

may be willing to spend real money to acquire rare and valuable traits for their characters. 

The popularity of customizable players is evident in the gaming industry, where skins -

graphic files that alter the appearance of video game characters - have become a multi-

million dollar business. With dynamic NFTs, game developers can take player

customization to the next level, creating a unique and valuable gaming experience for

their users.
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Use-Case: 
Lootboxes

Dynamic NFTs can also be used to create bundles of traits or items as

means of upgrading a player's item stock. For instance, a game could

create loot boxes that contain a random selection of dynamic NFTs

with various traits or items, such as weapons or power-ups. The rarity

of these dynamic NFTs can create a sense of excitement and

anticipation among players, encouraging them to engage more with the

game and increasing their likelihood of making purchases.

In the world of e-commerce, dynamic NFTs can also be used in a

similar way to loot boxes. Online marketplaces can create bundles of

NFTs that contain a selection of products with various traits or

attributes. For example, an online fashion retailer could create a

bundle of NFTs that contain a random selection of clothing items, with

each item represented by a unique dynamic NFT. This creates a fun

and engaging shopping experience for customers, with the rarity of the

NFTs adding an element of excitement and exclusivity to the purchase.
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User Retention and Brand Awarness

Use-Case: Membership
& Loyalty Program
Dynamic NFTs can also be used to create a membership and loyalty program for

businesses and brands. For instance, when a customer purchases a product or

service, they can earn a free dynamic NFT. 

As they continue to engage with the business or brand, they can earn additional traits

as rewards. Once they accumulate a certain amount of traits and equip them, they

can access exclusive benefits, such as discounts, early access to products, or VIP

experiences.

This can create a sense of exclusivity and reward for loyal customers, encouraging

them to continue engaging with the brand and increasing their lifetime value. The

rarity and uniqueness of these dynamic NFTs can also create a sense of excitement

and collectability, further incentivizing customers to participate in the loyalty program.
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Dynamic NFTs can be used to represent

virtual landlots and real estate in digital

worlds. An empty landlot can be presented as

the base token, whereas the traits become

the actual real estate, such as a building, a

floor of a building, or the trees surrounding it. 
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Real Estate
& Land Lots
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"Managing an NFT Project      
    has never been simpler"

For instance, a project could create a virtual

world where users can buy and sell landlots and

customize their properties with unique traits, such

as different building materials or landscaping

options. The scarcity and uniqueness of these

dynamic NFTs can drive demand and create a

thriving virtual real estate market.

This type of dynamic NFT could be especially

valuable in the growing virtual real estate market,

where digital land can be used for gaming, virtual

events, or even as investment opportunities.

Users could purchase landlots in the virtual

world, customize them with unique traits, and sell

or trade them with other users.
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This could create a thriving digital economy around virtual

real estate, where the rarity and value of dynamic NFTs

could drive demand and encourage users to invest in and

improve their properties. Additionally, this type of dynamic

NFT could have applications outside of gaming, such as in

architecture or urban planning, where virtual land could be

used to model and test new designs and concepts.



Upgradable Traits

Community 
Airdrops

One Mint's Dynamic NFTs offer a unique way

to engage with your community through

community airdrops. By airdropping new traits

or NFTs to your community members, you

can create a sense of exclusivity and reward

for your most loyal supporters.
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Enhance your NFTs

Airdrops can be used to reward users who hold your NFTs or have

participated in your community in some way. This can include

anything from completing a survey to referring friends to your project.

By airdropping new traits or NFTs to these users, you can increase

user engagement and retention, as well as reward your most active

community members.

One Mint's Dynamic NFT platform makes it easy to airdrop new traits

or NFTs to your community. You can select which users to airdrop to

and how many traits or NFTs to distribute. This allows you to target

specific groups of users or reward your entire community at once.

Community airdrops can also help to create buzz and excitement

around your project. By announcing a new airdrop, you can generate

interest and encourage more users to join your community. This can

lead to increased visibility and a larger user base for your project. 
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Ahead of the Curve

Traits Marketplace
One Mint's Dynamic NFTs also feature a fully managed Traits

Marketplace, which offers businesses an easy way to start from

scratch or import their existing NFT collection. The Traits

Marketplace allows businesses to mint or airdrop new traits to

their community and release new traits over time to create a

consistent revenue stream.

The marketplace is also fully customizable, allowing businesses

to set their own prices, rarity levels, and even create their own

categories of traits. This level of control and flexibility makes the

marketplace a powerful tool for businesses looking to generate

revenue and engagement through their NFT collections.
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A.I. Generated 
PFP NFTs
Disruptive Technology

To further enhance the customizability and

uniqueness of Dynamic NFTs, One Mint offers

an AI Generated NFT feature. This feature uses

the power of AI to generate variations of NFT

avatars, which can be used as base tokens for

your collection. 

By using AI-generated avatars, businesses can

save time and effort while still producing high-

quality NFTs that are unique and customizable.



Enterprise
Solutions
A solution for Businesses

For businesses looking for more tailored solutions, One Mint offers an Enterprise Solution that includes

a White-Label NFT Generator for companies to launch endless NFT collections with their own app. 

The Enterprise Solution also includes a dedicated account manager and partnership opportunities with

One Mint's NFT experts to get tailored solutions that meet unique needs.
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With customizable art, upgradable traits, and community

airdrops, businesses can create truly unique and valuable NFT

experience with endless possibilities for creating revenue

streams. Take advantage today of this powerful new tool and

elevate your NFT game.

Contact Us To Request A Custom Quote For Your Business. fernando.segre@onemint.io

Email Address

10:00 - 18:00 GMT+1

11:00 - 17:00 PST

Schedule

Seatle & Barcelona

Location

Contact Us
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